New Forest National Park Local Plan Examination Hearings

Matter 2 – Duty to co-operate
Tuesday 6 November 2018 am

AGENDA

1. Overall housing provision
   - Housing Market Areas – justification for assessment of OAN for New Forest District Council and National Park Authority rather than wider HMAs.
   - Details of co-operation with other authorities
   - Outcome of that co-operation and position of other authorities, specifically in terms of unmet housing need

2. Habitat protection and mitigation
   - Cross-boundary issues and need for co-operation
   - Details of co-operation with other authorities/organisations
   - Outcome of that co-operation and position of other authorities/organisations
   - How has co-operation influenced the Local Plan?

3. Former Fawley Power Station
   - Cross-boundary issues and need for co-operation
   - Details of co-operation with other authorities/organisations
   - Outcome of that co-operation and position of other authorities/organisations
   - How has co-operation influenced the Local Plan, specifically in relation to Policy SP25?

4. Other strategic matters
   - What are they and how has co-operation taken place?
   - Dibden Bay and other potential site allocations elsewhere
   - What is the outcome of co-operation?